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Last week, art partiers on both coasts turned out to celebrate firsts. In New York, the Museum of 
Modern Art opened "Take your time: Olafur Eliasson," the first comprehensive exhibition of Olafur 
Eliasson's work in the U.S. (which debuted at SFMoMA last fall), with a reception on April 16. Scads 
of high-profile guests turned up to marvel at the artist's large-scale installations, which will recreate 
the sights and sounds of his native Iceland for New York viewers through June 30. Among the 
celebs, ARTINFO spotted David Byrne, Michael Stipe, Kim Cattrall, and Rufus Wainwright.

Over on the left coast, L.A. welcomed the premiere of Los Angeles Art Weekend, a brand new arts 
festival celebrating art, architecture, design, and film in the big city, from April 10 to 13. Seen around 
town at various openings, screenings, talks, and art walks were the likes of of art-world bigwigs 
Lawrence Weiner, Pierre Huyghe, and Enzo Mari.

David Byrne enjoying himself at the Eliasson opening at 

MoMA. Byrne seems to be a true art world man about 

town these days: ARTINFO also recently spotted him at 

the opening of the Dave Eggers–curated show "Lots of 

Things Like This," on view at Apex Art through May 10.

By Fred Benenson, Courtesy MoMA

Olafur Eliasson (center) poses with the 

curators who coordinated the transfer of his 

exhibition from the San Francisco Museum of  

Modern Art and its expansion in New York: 

Klaus Biesenbach, chief curator of MoMA's 

Department of Media, and Roxana Marcoci, 

a curator in the Department of Photography.

By Fred Benenson, Courtesy MoMA
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Rufus Wainwright, one of several notable 

pop musicians who turned up at the 

opening, with his boyfriend Jörn Weisbrodt

By Fred Benenson, Courtesy MoMA

Another couple for the celebrity gossip 

pages: Kim Cattrall and her boyfriend, 

Alan Wyse (left). Alongside them, a non-

couple: Diana Widmaier Picasso, 

granddaughter of the famed artist, and 

curator Klaus Biesenbach.

By Fred Benenson, Courtesy MoMA

REM lead singer Michael Stipe 

looking hip as ever at the 

opening of the Eliasson show, 

which includes 38 works 

installed at both MoMA and 

P.S.1.

By Fred Benenson, Courtesy MoMA
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Artists Malik Gaines and Anna 

Sew Hoy taking part in Los 

Angeles Art Weekend by visiting 

Hoy's current sculpture show, 

"POW!," at LAXART through 

April 26.

Courtesy Los Angeles Art Weekend

Artists Lari Pittman and Lawrence 

Weiner at the opening of Catherine 

Opie's new show at Regen Projects II, 

"Highschool Football." The exhibition, 

which features portraits and large-

scale landscape photographs of high-

school football players from across the 

country, opened on April 10 as part of 

L.A. Art Weekend and runs through 

May 17

Courtesy Los Angeles Art Weekend

Artist Lauren Bon speaking at L.A. Art 

Weekend's Farmlab walk-through. Farmlab 

bills itself as a "multidisciplinary investigation 

of land-use issues" and sponsored Bon's 

2006 "Not a Cornfield" project, for which she 

engineered the transformation of a 32-acre 

industrial wasteland into a cornfield.

Courtesy Los Angeles Art Weekend
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Arts writer and editor Karen Marta and artist 

Pierre Huyghe deep in conversation at the 

L.A. book launch of "Jorge Pardo," the first 

monograph on the artist, published by 

Phaidon as part of their Contemporary 

Artists Series.

Courtesy Los Angeles Art Weekend

Architect and editor Joseph Grima and Italian design 

guru Enzo Mari attending the Storefront for Art and 

Architecture's first "Pop-up." For its "Pop-up 

Storefronts" series, the NY–based art space will 

bring exhibitions to cities around the world by taking 

over empty spaces in random neighborhoods. The 

project debuted in L.A. as part of the Art Weekend, 

showing Frédéric Chaubin's "CCCP (Cosmic 

Communist Constructions Photographed)."

Courtesy Los Angeles Art Weekend


